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A. Introduction 
 Poetry is a literary work that is minimal and solid word meanings. Word density can be seen 
in the structure of the poem uses words, lines and stanzas are very limited. In poetry  density 
and limitations in utilizing words, it contains a very broad meaning even unreachable. The 
density of meaning that lies in the meaning of poetry convention that uses two-dimensional 
meanings at once, which is the dimension of meaning denotation and connotation. Utilization of 
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Abstract 
 
Romanticism is a growing understanding in the literary which is operationally working 
on two things, namely the ideal world and the factual world. Considers that the ideal 
world of ideas, thoughts and ideas stems from gaps in life both personally and socially. 
Everything is present in an ideal world is always seen as something that is good in law, 
law, customs and religiously. Unlike the case with factual world. Factual world 
sometimes is not always in line with the ideal world. In these conditions there was a 
clash between the world of ideas and factual. In this condition the condition of poetry is 
always present to neutralize the gap between the ideal and the factual world. Poetry 
exists to provide a description, breaking up, providing a solution to the existing gaps. 
Poetry poet anxiety stems from the gap that occurs both personally and socially. Poetry 
comes to identify study and modify the gap into a road that can be taken and considered 
to ward off the gap. Although in all facets of life can be engineered factual world, but in 
particular the idea kataristik as a form of purification can occur through poetry. 
Poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun comes from the gap that occurs in the poet. The gap that 
occurs in some aspects that can be traced through nature, the elements and means 
poetry. One of them can be traced to the choice of words like love letters and hardback 
dusk. The word choice is the romance is the opposition. A love letter is an expectation 
that spans a row of stories carved out by two people who complement each other, 
complementary and understanding between the two. However, they do not walk in a 
straight line, for the love letters carved turns both hardback dusk, an illustration that 
will soon be arriving the night. A horizon that is beautiful to look at. However, the 
beauty of the horizon with violet color does not last long because the night soon 
engulfed everything. Opposition two things are done and poet strongly opposed to the 
whole poem. 
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both dimensions of meaning that can represent two different worlds at the same time, the ideal 
world and the world of factual. 
 Poem written by the writers basically always stems from anxiety to disclose something 
observed by naked eye and observable in heart. Restiveness stems from the discrepancy ideal 
and the real world or vice versa. Therefore, poetry is essentially an expression of ideas, 
thoughts, and feelings that in itself represents a gap that occurs in the real world which is 
engineered with the interests of the ideal world which is always located on the robustness of 
norms. 
 Poetry is the result of collaboration and dialogue between the poet of humanity experiences 
with psychiatric situation as outlined by the living language and solid. During the dialogue, the 
poet considering everything that has happened, is happening and will happen. The results of the 
dialogue is delivered poet in the language chosen strictly to represent the experience and 
psychological situation of the poet. The idea of representing the experience and taste 
representing psychiatric conditions confused with the poet's imagination to achieve the 
aesthetic effect and the integrity of the poem. A poem that is aesthetically pleasing and integrity 
will have the power to stimulate the senses, stir emotions and wishful fly in order to bring 
everything that has happened, is happening analyzing and studying all possibilities that will 
happen in the future (Samsuddin, 2015: 21). 
 Gaps as referred to above can be traced through some things, such as (1) the theme; meaning 
(sense), (2) a sense (feeling), (3) the tone (tone), (4) the mandate; aim; mean (indentation). 
Four of these are understood to be the essence of poem. Beside four aspects mentioned above, 
the gap in poetry can be traced through (1) theme, (2) power shadows, and (3) the aspect of 
rhyme and irama. The three is hereinafter known as the elements of poetry. 
 It should be understood that the theme to be the essence of poetry and themes as an element 
of poetry tends to be different. However, in this article does not discuss differences tersebut. Hal 
wanted to emphasize in this article is how the gap ideal world and the world of factual or 
otherwise operate on poetry as a literary work. How a poem able to explain the gap by the 
number of words a relatively short. Semua was discussed in the discussion in this paper. 
 Poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun cannot be separated from the gap above. Some choice of words 
found in the poem clearly shows the contradiction ideal world and the world of factual. Choice 
of words such as surat cinta and bersampul senja, wewangian bunga dan datang memetikmu, 
kusimpan surat cinta dan sebaris air mata kutitip, dan harapan yang memekar dan senja turut 
membawanya deliberately selected and used in poetry to reach the meaning that shows a gap of 
two worlds mentioned above. The words consciously and responsibly are chosen to achieve the 
effect of poetical and wholeness meaning of poetry. 
B. Literature Review 
Literature review in this paper is needed to support this paper is teoretis. These theories are 
needed to provide a basic description of this carried. Putting forward several theories to 
support this article. 
1. Definition of Poetry 
 Poetry is a medium of communication between pembaca. By a poet with a poem, the poet 
expressed his own way of life, while the reader trying to find themselves through poetry the 
readers can read. Poets and dialogue with all the possibilities that could happen, it could be 
done and can be planned for structuring life better. After the dialogue, the reader takes the 
meaning and preserves it through life. If the meaning is not in accordance with the reader's life, 
then he would forget a poem that he read. However, large or at least the reader can make a 
comparison. 
 According to Hasanuddin (2002: 5) poetry is feeling imaginative statement, that feeling being 
speculated. Feelings and thoughts are still abstract and made become poet. Poetry is a means to 
make concrete events that have been recorded in the thoughts and feelings of the poet. Making 
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concrete of intuition through the words that can be done as efficiently as possible. Poetry 
principle is a complex work. 
 The four Poetry set above suggested on some basics about poetry, which is the feeling that 
the imaginative, the events recorded, and the work kompleks. Poem as imaginative feeling is 
something that is not real, there is the idea of the author, and difficult to achieve in the factual 
world. Poetry as a recorded event suggested on events, experiences, circumstances, situations 
and atmosphere that can be experienced poets and could also others. All were subsequently 
combined with the imagination of poets who gave birth to a poem. Because such circumstances, 
it becomes a work of poetry usually difficult to understand. In which, besides containing multi 
interpretation of every word, poetry is also associated with imagination and mood of it sourced 
poets. Although from actual experience, it is still difficult to translate because it had smelled the 
power of imagination that created the poet. 
 According to Hudson (in Aminuddin, 2002: 134-136) suggests that poetry is one branch of 
literature that uses words as a medium for the delivery to produce an illusion and imagination, 
as well as painting using lines and colors in describing the idea of understanding the poetry’s 
maker. The above formula can we receive because we are often invited by an illusion of beauty, 
carried in a delusion, along with the beauty of the arrangement of elements of sound, creating 
an idea, or a certain atmosphere while reading a poem. 
 Referring to the opinion of the experts of the above can be understood a few things, such as 
(1) poetry is a form of literary works, (2) poetry is a form of making concrete thoughts, feelings 
and imagination abstract. As one kind of literature, poetry of the form can be distinguished from 
other literary works. Poetry uses a limited number of words to convey the meaning of complex 
and perfect. As making the concrete abstract thoughts, poetry is a form of expression of the gaps 
that occur in an ideal world and the factual world. By poem, poet convey the consideration of 
the gaps, providing solutions as appropriate path of truth with hints of legislation, law, culture, 
local wisdom and holy book. Poemcan thus be one means of finding the truth in accordance with 
the tendency of each individual background who seek the truth. 
 
2. Romantism  
Romanticism is an ideological and literary understanding which affects the whole of 
literature. Nonetheless, it does not necessarily make Indonesian literature became a uniform 
phenomenon. This ideology in itself is already a contradiction arises. On the one hand, the 
romance was the inventor of the daily reality, but on the other hand trying hard finding another 
reality that lies behind it without leaving the everyday reality. Therefore, not surprisingly, when 
understood when entering Indonesia is prone to split (Faruk HT, 2012: 77). 
According to Allen (1981: 6) romanticism is divided into two kinds, namely romance serious 
and popular romance. Romanticism is a real popular imitator of serious romance. Nevertheless, 
the popular romance benefit from the new production method. 
Romanticism tend to contain a contradiction in itself, namely the tension between interest in 
everyday reality, (the real world), and the reality is behind it (ideal world). Such contradictions 
then reveal itself through the emergence of two relatively contradictory traditions, that is the 
tradition of Balai Pustaka and the tradition of non-Balai Pustaka. The first tradition tends to be 
attracted to the ideal world. The tradition which is both tends to the real world. 
The real world is factual is a world made up of various elements that can be understood by 
humans concrete and can thus be verified. For example, using historical documents. Factual 
ideal world is the idea of a world that exists in the form of humans concrete thus its existence 
can also be checked on the basis of the same historical documents. Instead the real world and 
the ideal world is the world of imaginary or notions of human imaginary thus can not prove its 
existence by any historical documents. 
The concept of the real world and the ideal world of the factual imaginary is clearly different. 
Nevertheless, both of them is rather than not have a relationship at all. First, the two concepts 
above have the same structure. The real world and the imaginary factual equally assume that 
the real world awoke from conflicts, conflicts of interest, whereas the ideal world of factual and 
imaginary presupposes the possibility of harmony, the absence of conflict, separation and 
distinction between elements that build it. Interests, the real world and the imaginary of ideal 
world that human make concrete products so they can be revealed in an ideal world the concept 
of factual as mental facts. Building the real world and the imaginary ideal world can be a 
reaction to the real world of factual (Faruk HT., 2012: 86). 
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3. The Elements of Poetry 
The elements of poetry can be divided into several aspects, namely (1) theme, (2) power 
shadows, and (3) rhyme and rhythm. 
The theme is the principal ideas or thoughts. The theme of a work imaginatively is thought to 
be met by any careful reader as a result of reading the work. The theme is usually a commentary 
about life or people. The theme must be distinguished from the thesis that a logical idea 
underlying each essay good. Also theme should be distinguished from motive, subject, or topic. 
Themes are used to give names to a statement or a thought about the desirability of an object, or 
principal motif (Tarigan, 2008: 167). 
Themes as the principal mind are the basic idea that drives the whole energy of creativity. 
The basic idea was developed by the authors include other elements, such as power shadows, 
and rhyme and rhythm. With both, the authors reveal the principles and values of life that 
occurred, both nuanced positive and negative shades. After describing the nuances of life, the 
writer put his views on something should be done to prevent negative nuances of life and 
maintain a positive life shades. 
The theme is always related to the power of shadow. Power of shadow embodies wishful 
poet picture in the listener's mind or readers’ imagination picture. A concrete one is poured 
through the choice of words, the arrangement of lines and stanzas of poetry. Overview of good 
idea if something imaged by exact poet or closer picture of wishful owned by listener or reader. 
Of course, to achieve such wishful picture of the poet, the poem styled poet should be a word, 
the arrangement of lines and stanzas were really well selected and tight. Although lisencia 
poeitica gives freedom to the poet to empower shaded said, but should be able to reach the 
minds and feelings of the audience. Utilization of the choice of words, the arrangement of lines 
and stanzas are too wild can obscure the meaning of the poem. When this happens, the poetry 
that created nothing but a portrait that is not meaningful, does not give any effect on the listener 
or reader. In the case, create poetry in essence delivery specific theme. 
Power of shadow is used by poets, readers and listeners help give to meaning to poet. Power 
of shadow can help unravel the density of words and meanings used in poetry. Through the 
power of shadow, the meaning of a poem can be captured, digested and broken down by the 
listener or reader. This is one of the distinguishing poetry with other literary works. When 
prose gives clarity of meaning in long descriptions, the poem gives clarity of meaning to the 
power of shadow and choice of words, the arrangement of lines and lines of poetry by poets. 
Power of shadow is always associated with the element of sound. Matters relating to the 
element of happy, sad, joyous, sad, good and bad can be realized through a combination of 
elements of sound, rhyme and rhythm.  
As stated by Suharianto (in Sehandi, 2014: 62) regard to rhyme and rhythm. Rhyme is 
another term for poetry or rhyme, while the cadence or rhythm is high-low, long-short, hard-
soft, or fast-slow sounds of language in words or lines of a poem when the poem was read. 
Neither rhyme nor rhythm is very important to have a feeling in a poem, because it relates to 
the tone or atmosphere of poetry. With the help of these two elements, both the tone and the 
atmosphere, a poem appears more real and compelling might create an impression on the 
reader's mind. Besides the three elements of the poem above, there are those who mention the 
elements of poetry, among others: the theme, the mandate, rhyme, rhythm (metrum), rhythm, 
figure of speech (style), impression, diction (word choice), and typography ( engraving form).  
Rhyme and rhythm are an element of poetry related to noise bunyi. Element is deliberately 
chosen and for a specific purpose. Sound element has a close relationship with the two elements 
of poetry previous. Elemen sounds can help realize the theme and the power of shadow. 
Utilization of certain sounds is arranged by the poet to support a particular theme. A poem on 
the theme of joy, happiness and success always utilize the sounds melodious, cheerful and lively. 
Conversely, a poem on the theme of grief, sorrow, suffering and failure is always associated with 
the use of sounds hoarse and stop. Utilization of euphony, carefree and die, rattle and sound 
stop is the utilization of sound elements normally. 
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C. Methodology 
Here are a few things related to research methods as stated below. 
1. Research design 
This type of research is a study of literature. The research literature aims to collect data and 
information with the help of a variety of materials found in the room of the library, including 
books, journals and last research. Whilst, the method used in this research is descriptive 
qualitative method. 
2. Data and Data Resources 
This study uses the data written in the form of words, lines, and poetry that contains 
elements of romanticism in poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun. A source of data in this study is a 
collection of poetry Tanah Rantau by Mashun in 2014. 
3. Technique of Data Collection 
Data collection research used the technique to read and record and review of the literature. 
This technique uses the researcher as an instrument (human instrument) to conduct a careful 
reading, directed and carefully both to the source data and research literature sources. Readings 
carefully and thoroughly intended that researchers know the exact research data that is really 
needed to answer the research problem. 
4. Technique of Data Analysis 
The data analysis used an objective approach to the structural analysis techniques. The use 
of an objective approach based on the assumption that the structural analysis of romanticism in 
poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun performed on words, lines and verses, not connected with the 
outside elements of short stories. Meanwhile, structural engineering is based on the view that in 
order to find the structure of the romance must first know know the words, lines and verses 
that represent the world of factual and imaginative world. 
D. Finding and Discussion 
1. Findings 
The results of the research can be divided into four aspects, namely (1) sound rhyme, (2) 
choice of words or diction, (3) imagery, and (4) language bermajas. The sound in the poem is 
relating to rhythm, kakafoni and efoni, onomatopoeic, alliteration, assonance, and anaphora and 
epistrophe. Word choice or diction leads to two things, namely, the word that represents the 
imaginary and words that represent the factual. Imagery leads to vision (visual imagery), 
imagery hearing (auditory imagery), images olfactory (smell imagery), imagery feeling (taste 
imagery), images palpation (tactile imagery), motion imagery (kinesthetic imagery). Metaphoric 
language leads to the personification, metaphor, allegory, parable, and fabel. On the aspects 
examined above are not all found in this study. 
 
2. Discussion 
Any criticism should diwali to disclosure (identification and interpretation) poetry explicitly 
as data to be criticized. After the identification and interpretation, then the researcher discussed 
about the results of the interpretation of the particular poem. Here is a step in the interpretation 
of poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun. Step consecutive interpretation made on (1) sound rhyme, (2) 
choice of words or diction, (3) images and imagining, and (4) language of figure of speech. 
1) Sound rhyme 
The sound in the poem is focused on the following matters. (1) rhythm, (2) kakafoni and 
efoni, (3) onomatopoeic, (4) alliteration, (5) assonance, and (6) anaphora and epistrophe. Here 
is the identification and interpretation of each sound element as shown in tabel. 
Table 1. Sounds in Rhymes 
No 
Sounds in Rhyme 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 
 
Surat cinta 
    
 
2 
 
cinta penghujung 
    
 
3 
 
penghujung senja 
    
 
4 
 
bersampul kusimpan 
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5 
 
senja diariku 
    
 
6 
 
kusimpan agar 
    
 
7 
 
baik sewaktu 
    
 
8 
 
diariku aku 
    
 
9 
 
agar bisa 
    
 
10 
 
sewaktu meminang 
    
 
11 
 
bisa rindumu 
    
 
12 
 
rindumu Belum 
    
 
13 
 
belum usai 
    
 
14 
 
kau kau 
    
 
15 
 
berkisah wewangian 
    
 
16 
 
wewangian bunga 
    
 
17 
 
bunga musim 
    
 
18 
 
desember lelaki 
    
 
19 
 
lelaki datang 
    
 
20 
 
datang memetikmu 
    
 
21 
 
selembar lima 
    
 
22 
 
lima ratusan 
    
 
23 
 
ratusan kusimpan 
    
 
24 
 
tetap cinta 
    
 
25 
 
kusimpan air 
    
 
26 
 
surat mata 
    
 
27 
 
cinta jua 
    
 
28 
 
Sebaris dahaga 
    
 
29 
 
air membakar 
    
 
30 
 
kutitip kenangan 
    
 
31 
 
jua harapan 
    
 
32 
 
dahaga senja 
    
 
33 
 
tak membawa 
    
 
34 
 
membakar entah 
    
 
35 
 
hangus esok 
    
 
36 
 
kenangan kembali 
    
 
37 
 
sejenak  
    
 
38 
 
harapan  
    
 
39 
 
senja  
    
 
40 
 
turut  
    
 
41 
 
entah  
    
 
42 
 
esok  
    
 
43 
 
kembali  
    
 
Jum 0 43 36 0 0 0 0 0 
Explanation: 
1. Rhyme  
2. Kakafoni 
3. Efoni 
4. Onomatopoeia 
5. Alliteration  
6. Assonance  
7. Anaphora 
8. Epistrophe  
The above table shows that there are 79 words that build poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun. The 
words are not categorized as conjunctions and prepositions. Words that build the poem 
specified 43 words that sound kakafoni including early and final kakafoni. Beside kakafoni 
sound, kakafoni also built by sound efoni totaling 36. The Efoni includes initial and final efoni. 
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Kakafoni sound is dominated by the sound / s /, / t /, / c /, / p /, / k /, /h/. Bunyi efoni 
dominated by the sound / a /, / ng /, / n /, / u /, and / i /. 
Poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun is not built by Cadence, onomatopoeic sound, alliteration, 
assonance, anaphora, epifora. Tabel above shows that there is not a single word that is included 
in that category. 
Sounds kakafoni are dominant in the poem above affect the meaning of the poem. Sounds 
kakafoni basically deals with something opaque, gloomy, sinister, sadness, pain, fear, anxiety, 
difficulty and all the things that are not pleasant, not happy. The atmosphere is not fun in the 
poem contained in fragments of poetry (1) ... penghujung tahun, (2) bersampul senja, (3) lelaki 
itu datang memetikmu, (4) sebaris air mata kutitip jua, (5) senja tadi seolah turut membawanya, 
(6) Entah esok kembali. Specifically, there is a gloom picture of words that indicate the final 
meaning, faded, broke up like penghujung, senja, memetik, air mata, and entah. Words 
penghujung, senja, memetik, shows the meaning ends, lost, destroyed, faded, while air mata are 
words that accompany loss, annihilation and missing while entah is a state of uncertainty. This 
is the most difficult faced by Me. Entah shows it is difficult for Me. Taking action in a state awry. 
Me be in doubt. 
In romance, the sounds that build on top of poems in opposition to one another. Opposition 
consonant sounds with vowels, 43 in opposition to 36. The sounds of the opposition can be seen 
in the following table. 
Table 2. Sound Opposition in Poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun 
No Oposition 
1 Consonants Vowels 
2 /s/, /t/ /a/ 
3 /c/ /-ng/ 
4 /p/ /a/ 
5 /b/ /n/ 
6 /s/ /u/ 
7 /k/ /a/ 
8 /b/, /k/ /u/ 
9 /d/ /a/, /u/ 
10 /r/ /a/ 
11 /s/ /m/, /-ng/ 
12 /b/ /u/ 
13 /r/ /m/ 
14 /b/ /u/, /i/ 
15 /k/ bunyi /u/ 
16 /b/, /h/ /n/ 
17 /w/ /a/ 
18 /b/ /m/, /m/ 
19 /d/, /r/ /i/ 
20 /l/ /-ng/ 
21 /d/ /u/ 
22 /s/, /r/ /a/ 
23 /l/ /n/ 
24 /r/ /n/ 
25 /t/, /p/ /a/ 
26 /k/ /a/ 
27 /s/, /t/ /a/ 
28 /c/ /a/ 
29 /s/, /s/ /a/ 
30 /k/, /p/ /n/ 
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31 /j/ /n/ 
32 /d/ /a/ 
33 /t/, /k/ /a/ 
34 /m/, /r/ /e/ 
35 /h/, /s/ /e/ 
36 /k/ /i/ 
 
The table above can be explained that the specifics of romance sound can be seen in the 
sound / s /, / t / opposition to the sound / a /. sound / c /, in opposition to the sound / -ng /. 
sound / p /, in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / b /, in opposition to the sound / n /. sound 
/ s /, in opposition to the sound / u /. sound / k /, in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / b /, / 
k /, in opposition to the sound / u /. sound / d /, in opposition to the sound / a /, / u /. sound / r 
/, in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / s /, in opposition to the sound / m /, / -ng /. sound / 
b /, in opposition to the sound / u /. sound / r /, in opposition to the sound / m /. sound / b /, in 
opposition to the sound / u /, / i /. sound / k /, in opposition to the sound / u /. sound / b /, / d 
/ opposition to the sound / n /. sound / w /, in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / b /, in 
opposition to the sound / m /, / m /. sound / d /, / r / in opposition to the sound / i /. sound / l 
/, in opposition to the sound / -ng /. sound / d /, in opposition to the sound / u /. sound / s /, / r 
/ in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / l /, in opposition to the sound / n /. sound / r /, in 
opposition to the sound / n /. sound / t /, / p / opposition to the sound / a /. sound / k /, in 
opposition to the sound / a /. sound / s /, / t / opposition to the sound / a /. sound / c /, in 
opposition to the sound / a /. sound / s /, / s / in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / k /, / p /, 
in opposition to the sound / n /. sound / j /, in opposition to the sound / n /. sound / d /, in 
opposition to the sound / a /. sound / t /, / k /, in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / m /, / r 
/, in opposition to the sound / e /. Sounds / h /, / s / in opposition to the sound / e /. sound / k 
/, in opposition to the sound / i /. 
Table 3. Sound Equivalent in Poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun 
Consonants /s/, /t/ /c/ /p/ /b/ /s/ /k/ /b/, /k/ /d/ /r/ ... /k/ 
Vowels /a/ /-ng/ /a/ /n/ /u/ /a/ 
/u/ /a/, 
/u/ /a/ 
... 
/i/ 
 
The above table shows that the consonant is equivalent to the sound / s /, / t /, / c /, / p /, / b 
/, / s /, / k /, / b /, / k /, / d /, / r /, ..., and is equivalent to / k /. While the vocal equivalent of the 
sound / a /, / -ng /, / a /, / n /, / u /, / a /, / u /, / a /, / u /, / a /, ..., and is equivalent to / i /. 
2) The Word Choice or Diction 
Word choice or diction discusses the utilization of words to achieve the effect of ethics and 
aesthetics in poetry. Choice of words as a means is used by the poet to exploit the word and 
meaning of words for a particular purpose. Word choice or diction can be found in the whole 
poem. 
In romance, achieving the effect of ethics and aesthetics of poetry can be built in two ways, 
namely opposition and equivalence. Opposition is a utilization of a word that is the shape and 
meaning of resistance or persebrangan. While the utilization of word equivalence is either the 
form or the meaning demonstrate equality and harmony in poetry. 
Opposition and equivalence which becomes operative romance can be traced in the poem 
Surat Cinta by Mashun, as in the following table. 
Table 4. The Oposition of the Words 
No Oposition 
1 surat cinta bersampul senja 
2 wewangian bunga datang memetikmu 
3 kusimpan surat cinta sebaris air mata kutitip 
4 harapan yang memekar senja turut membawanya 
The above table shows opposition word choice either form or opposite meanings, such as (1) 
oposition surat cinta and bersampul senja, (2)wewangian bunga and datang memetikmu, (3) 
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kusimpan surat cinta and sebaris air mata kutitip, (4) harapan yang memekar and senja turut 
membawanya.  
Oposition surat cinta and bersampul senja refers to two things in opposition to each other, 
the world of imagination and factual world or the world of imagination and the world of factual . 
Surat Cinta is imaginary world that was built, imagined and expected by Aku (Me), is a letter 
written at the end of the year, well stored in a diary in the hope sometime I can propose Dia 
(Him). Expectations were built images are positioned with the factual circumstances bersampul 
senja. A state that does not allow for Me achieve because Him has been senja. The circumstances 
in which he ended everything. This rule I propose. 
Oposition wewangian bunga and datang memetikmu refer to wewangian bunga as an 
imaginary world, the floral scent that has not ended December season Engkau (You) profiled in 
Me. The conditions were very refreshing when inhaled arranged in interwoven love stories Me 
and Him. However, the above conditions imagination opposed to the factual circumstances 
datang memetikmu. The situation is inevitably, ready or not, willingly or forced to leave the 
petals as a solid place inhabited during which enables withered condition if not treated. It is not 
possible for Me to listen to the story of the floral fragrances of the season came in December 
because the man pluck them with a piece of five hundred. 
Oposition kusimpan surat cinta and sebaris air mata kutitip. Kusimpan surat cinta refer to 
effort of Aku to maintain and protect the love in a container that is sturdy to be a time of thirst 
does not burn charred memories for a minute. A solid state of the poet to store images and take 
care of every trace of love that exists. This situation is opposed to sebaris air mata kutitip. 
Conditions that must be lived Me if he keeps love letters. This situation becomes factual 
conditions experienced by the poet in the store every trace of the love that is. 
Last opposition is harapan yang memekar dan senja turut membawanya. Harapan yang 
memekar a condition that allows I can survive. Living a love story that is desired by every 
human being. Convert it into energy to survive in any condition. Similarly, an imaginary world 
that I imagined. However, twilight conditions apparently stronger than expectations. For he 
does not only expect but also turut membawanya. A fact that can be avoided. Thus the factual 
world conditions experienced by Me. A condition that it is possible I reached hopes blossom. 
Opposition mentioned above also has the equivalent relationship to one another. Referring 
to the above table shows that surat cinta equivalent to wewangian bunga, kusimpan surat cinta, 
and harapan yang memekar. The word choice is a condition that lived by Me ideally. Work in 
harmony in accordance with the rules of logic imaginary. This brings the poet said selection on 
the state is pinning its hopes for survival, underwent romance stories are reasonable. 
Unlike the case with bersampul senja, datang memetikmu, sebaris air mata kutitip, and senja 
turut membawanya. The word choice is equivalent to one another. This condition is a factual life 
that must lived by Me. A situation that is very different from the ideal world coveted by Me. This 
is which close the possibility of Me menulis surat cinta, mencium wewangian bunga, menyimpan 
surat cinta and reach harapan yang memekar. In proses equivalence can be seen in the following 
table. 
Table 5. The Imaginary and Factual World 
Imaginary 
world 
Me surat cinta wewangian 
bunga 
kusimpan surat 
cinta 
harapan yang 
memekar 
Factual 
world 
Him bersampul 
senja 
datang 
memetikmu 
sebaris air mata 
kutitip 
senja turut 
membawanya 
 
3) The images or imagining 
Imagining and imagery in the poem is focused on the following matters. (1) visual imagery), 
(2) auditory imagery, (3) smell imagery, (4) taste imagery, (5) tactile imagery, (6) kinesthetic 
imagery. The descriptions of the images or imagining can be seen in the following table. 
Table 6. The Images or Imagining of Surat Cinta by Mashun 
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 surat  wewangian cinta  kusimpan 
2 penghujung   baik-baik  meminang 
3 tahun   rindumu  usai 
4 bersampul   cinta  berkisah 
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5 senja   dahaga  datang 
6 diariku   kenangan  memetikmu 
7 bunga   harapan  kusimpan 
8 musim   entah  kutitip 
9 lelaki     membakar 
10 selembar     sejenak 
11 lima     memekar 
12 ratusan     turut 
13 surat     membawanya 
14 sebaris     kembali 
15 air      
16 mata      
17 hangus      
18 senja      
19 seolah      
20 esok      
21 desember      
Total 20 0 1 8 0 14 
Explanation: 
1.  Visual imagery 
2.  Auditory imagery 
3.  Smell imagery 
4. Taste imagery 
5. Tactile imagery 
6. Kineastetic imagery 
The above table shows that there were 43 words that can be imaged. From the 43 which can 
be imaged, 20 words (46%) is the visual imagery, one word (2.32) olfactory imagery, 8 words 
(18.60) imagery feelings, and 14 words (32.55) motion images. Auditory imagery and imagery 
palpation is not found in poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun. 
The most dominant imagery in poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun is a visual imagery as much as 
20 words or 46.51%. In conjunction with the creation of poetry, the author is more dominant in 
visual imagery. The images vision images realized by motion or action. The author began the 
process of creating the work with a view, analyze and judge. Of the process of seeing, analyzing 
and assessing spawned action or specific action. Visual imagery is to stimulate authors to write 
something which seen, whereas the motion imagery responding to what they see. In this 
connection, a lender stimulus visual imagery, motion imagery whiles a lender response. 
Stimulus-response relationship vision imagery and motion imagery can be seen in the array-
array following poem. 
Refer to the table on the images above, romance found some images which oppose each 
other, such as visual imagery in opposition to the smell imagery, taste imagery, and kinaesthetic 
imagery). 
Operationally, the exposition can be seen in surat in opposition to wewangian, cinta, and 
kusimpan. Penghujung in opposition to baik-baik and meminang. Tahun in opposition to rindumu 
and over. Bersampul in opposition to cinta and berkisah. Senja in opposition to dahaga dan 
datang. Diariku in opposition to kenangan and memetikmu. Bunga in opposition to harapan dan 
kusimpan. Bunga in opposition to harapan and kusimpan. Musim in opposition to entah and 
kutitip. Lelaki in opposition to membakar. Selembar  in opposition to sejenak. Lima in opposition 
to memekar. Ratusan in opposition to turut. Surat in opposition to membawanya. Sebaris in 
opposition to kembali. 20 in opposition to 1, 8 and 14. 
The opposition imagery builds the equivalent relationship to one another. Operationally, 
visual imagery is equivalent to surat, penghujung, tahun, bersampul, senja, diariku, bunga, musim, 
lelaki, selembar, lima, ratusan, surat, sebaris, air, mata, hangus, senja, seolah, esok, Desember, and 
20. 
Smell imagery equivalent to wewangian and 1. This imagery is imagery most minimal of six 
existing imagery. The lack of images shows that the poet is very little use smell imagery in 
creating poetry. 
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Taste imagery cinta, baik-baik, rindumu, cinta, dahaga, kenangan, harapan, entah, and 8. 
Kinaesthetic imagery kusimpan, meminang, usai, berkisah, datang, memetikmu, kusimpan, 
kutitip, membakar, sejenak, memekar, turut, membawanya, kembali and 14. In simple terms, the 
equivalent table can be seen below. 
Table 7. The Equivalent Poetry Surat Cinta by Mashun 
Visual imagery surat penghujung tahun bersampul .... sebaris 
Smell imagery Wewangi-
an 
     
Taste imagery cinta baik-baik rindumu cinta ... entah 
Kinesthetic imagery kusimpan meminang usai berkisah ... kembali 
4) Language contains Figure of Speech 
Figure of speech of Language that contains associated with the use of special language in 
poetry. Figure of speech of Language that contains could wrap meaning to feel faint and subtle. 
Language that contains figure of speech of also able to reveal the meaning of the poem until it 
feels rough and direct. Even figure of speech of language capable of making objects or lifeless 
goods can berlakuan, move, and act like a decent human being. 
Figure of speech of language in relation to poetry Surat Cinta focused on the following 
matters. (1) personification, (2) a metaphor, (3) allegory, (4) parable, and (5) fable. For more 
details figure of speech of the language can be seen in the following table. 
Table 8. The Figures of Speech of Language 
No 1 2 3 4 5 
1 
dahaga tak membakar hangus 
kenangan 
lelaki itu datang memetikmu    
2 
Tapi senja tadi seolah turut 
membawanya 
Sebaris air mata kutitip jua    
3 
lelaki itu datang memetikmu 
dengan selembar lima ratusan 
Ada harapan yang memekar    
4 Entah esok kembali ....aku bisa meminang rindumu    
Total 4 4    
Explanation: 
1. Personification  
2. Metaphore  
3. Allegory  
4. Parable  
5. Fable 
 The above table shows there are two figures of speech of language in poetry Surat Cinta by 
Mashun, namely figure of speech personification and metaphor. While allegories, parables and 
fables not found. Figure of speech of personification (1) dahaga tak membakar hangus 
kenangan, (2) Tapi senja tadi seolah turut membawanya, (3) lelaki itu datang memetikmu dengan 
selembar lima ratusan, and (4) Entah esok kembali. Figure of speech of personification 
characterized by the use of words animate, or words that are meaningful and refer to inanimate 
objects as if the act or performs like a human. (1) dahaga.... membakar, dahaga as if the conduct 
of an if life and can do the job just as the burning man. (2) senja.....membawanya. Senja like being 
treated like human beings which can perform actions membawa.(3) memetik....selembar uang. 
Selembar uang became the object of picking. In the case, something that can be used for picking 
fruit or other objects that may mean taking. (4) esok....membawa. Esok accidentally turned on by 
the author so as if it could membawanya back. 
 Figure of speech of another language is a language figure of speech of metaphor, namely (1) 
lelaki itu datang memetikmu, (2) sebaris air mata kutitip jua, (3) ada harapan yang memekar, 
and (4) ....aku bisa meminang rindumu.  
 In romance, language figure of speech of above formed through the opposition and 
equivalent. Opposition encountered in dahaga tak membakar hangus kenangan in opposition to 
lelaki itu datang memetikmu. Tapi senja tadi seolah turut membawanya in opposition to sebaris 
air mata kutitip jua. Lelaki itu datang memetikmu dengan selembar lima ratusan in opposition to  
Ada harapan yang memekar. Entah esok kembali in opposition to ....aku bisa meminang rindumu. 
 Figure of speech of language of the opposition mentioned above also build the equivalent of 
HIM. It was found in dahaga tak membakar hangus kenangan. This figure of speech of language 
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menyaran on two things, namely thirst and memories. Thirst denotative can dimakna as 
conditions haus AKU (Me). While the connotative be interpreted as kerinduan. Haus denotative 
can be interpreted as a longing, a desire, the desire for something that can be taken which allow 
the thirst can be lost. While thirsty konotatif can be interpreted as a desire, the desire to love 
and be loved. However, the condition of thirst both denotative and connotative could not be 
reached by ME as before until both have been burned. This condition is equivalent to tapi senja 
tadi seolah turut membawanya. Senja tadi seolah turut membawanya a condition that brings all 
the beauty of the bandage during the night. Everything appears to the eye disappears instantly 
take him at evening twilight. Everything comes together in dark conditions. Likewise, the 
membakar hangus kenangan. This situation is also a state that brings something be annihilated. 
For something burning in essence nothing will remain except for charcoal. Thus, both 
membakar hangus kenangan maupun senja tadi seolah turut membawanya equally the state 
disappears. 
 Subsequently vanished state can be found more clearly in the next rhyme array equivalence 
lelaki itu datang memetikmu dengan selembar lima ratusan, entah esok kembali. This situation 
answer all the riddles of the force that membakar hangus kenangan and senja tadi seolah turut 
membawanya. He is a man with the power ekonomi.Inilah being all it is entah esok kembali. The 
equivalent conditions to close all possibilities for ME to maintain harapan yang memekar dan 
meminang rindumu. 
 Subsequent equivalent conditions encountered in lelaki itu datang memetikmu equivalent to 
sebaris air mata kutitip jua, Ada harapan yang memekar, and ....aku bisa meminang rindumu 
which overall build the unity of meaning in poetry. 
E. Conclusion 
Poetry Surat Cinta is poem that bears and represents the soul of a poet. Poet slipped hopes 
and ideals constructed ideal and strive to protect it. However, these conditions can not be 
maintained on an ongoing basis. For factual world stronger with the coming twilight come take 
him. The state is condition of the ideal world and the world of factual in opposition by the poet. 
Both of these circumstances dipertentang strictly to the whole poem up as though it happened 
and the conditions experienced by the poet in the real world. The conditions of mutual 
opposition over practically can be seen on several elements, such as (1) sound rhyme, (2) choice 
of words or diction, (3) imagery and pengimajian, and (4) language figure of speech of. 
The element of sound can be seen on the opposition between consonants and vowels, such as 
the sound / s /, / t / in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / c /, in opposition to the sound / -
ng /. sound / p /, in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / b /, in opposition to sound /n/.Bunyi 
/ s /, in opposition to sound /u/.Bunyi / k /, in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / b /, / k /, 
in opposition to the sound / u /. sound / d /, in opposition to the sound / a /, / u /. sound / r /, 
in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / s /, in opposition to the sound / m /, / -ng /. sound / b 
/, in opposition to the sound / u /. sound / r /, in opposition to the sound / m /. sound / b /, in 
opposition to the sound / u /, / i /. sound / k /, in opposition to the sound / u /. sound / b /, / d 
/ in opposition to the sound / n /. sound / w /, in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / b /, in 
opposition to the sound / m /, / m /. sound / d /, / r / in opposition to the sound / i /. sound / l 
/, in opposition to the sound / -ng /. sound / d /, in opposition to the sound / u /. sound / s /, / r 
/ in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / l /, in opposition to the sound / n /. sound / r /, in 
opposition to the sound / n /. sound / t /, / p / in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / k /, in 
opposition to the sound / a /. sound / s /, / t / in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / c /, in 
opposition to the sound / a /. sound / s /, / s / in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / k /, / p /, 
in opposition to the sound / n /. sound / j /, in opposition to the sound / n /. sound / d /, in 
opposition to the sound / a /. sound / t /, / k /, in opposition to the sound / a /. sound / m /, / r 
/, in opposition to the sound / e /. Sounds / h /, / s / in opposition to the sound / e /. sound / k 
/, in opposition to the sound / i /. 
The sounds of the opposition mentioned above as well as build the equivalent relationship as 
indicated by a consonant is equivalent to the sound / s /, / t /, / c /, / p /, / b /, / s /, / k /, / b / , 
/ k /, / d /, / r /, ..., and / k /. While the vocal equivalent of the sound / a /, / -ng /, / a /, / n /, / u 
/, / a /, / u /, / a /, / u /, / a /, ..., and is equivalent to / i /. 
Word choice or diction can be seen in opposition (1) Opposition surat cintadanbersampul 
senja, (2)wewangian bunga and datang memetikmu, (3) kusimpan surat cinta and sebaris air 
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mata kutitip, (4) harapan yang memekar and senja turut membawanya. The opposition as well as 
forming the equivalent relationship that can be traced on surat cinta equivalent to wewangian 
bunga, kusimpan surat cinta, and harapan yang memekar. Bersampul senja equivalent to datang 
memetikmu, sebaris air mata kutitip, and senja turut membawanya. 
The images and imagining can be traced to surat in opposition to wewangian, cinta, and 
kusimpan. Penghujung in opposition to baik-baik and meminang. Tahun in opposition to rindumu 
and usai. Bersampul in opposition to cinta and berkisah. Senja in opposition to dahaga and 
datang. Diariku in opposition to kenangan and memetikmu. Bunga in opposition to harapan and 
kusimpan. Bunga in opposition to harapan and kusimpan. Musim in opposition to entah and 
kutitip. Lelaki in opposition to membakar. Selembar in opposition to sejenak. Lima in opposition 
to memekar. Ratusan in opposition to turut. Surat in opposition to membawanya. Sebaris in 
opposition to kembali. 20 in opposition to 1, 8 and 14. 
Opposition above while building the equivalent relationship, such as visual imagery) 
equivalent to surat, penghujung, tahun, bersampul, senja, diariku, bunga, musim, lelaki, selembar, 
lima, ratusan, surat, sebaris, air, mata, hangus, senja, seolah, esok, Desember, and 20.  smell 
imagery equivalent to wewangian and 1. taste imagery equivalent to cinta, baik-baik, rindumu, 
cinta, dahaga, kenangan, harapan, entah, and 8. kinesthetic imagery  equivalent to kusimpan, 
meminang, usai, berkisah, datang, memetikmu, kusimpan, kutitip, membakar, sejenak, memekar, 
turut, membawanya, kembali and 14. 
Figure of speech of language found in opposition dahaga tak membakar hangus kenangan in 
opposition to lelaki itu datang memetikmu. Tapi sejna tadi seolah turut membawanya in 
opposition to sebaris air mata kutitip jua. Lelaki itu datang memetikmu dengan selembar lima 
ratusan in opposition to Ada harapan yang memekar. Entah esok kembali in opposition to ....aku 
bisa meminang rindumu. 
Opposite the above conditions as well as forming the equivalent relationship to one another, 
such as dahaga tak membakar hangus kenangan equivalent to tapi senja tadi seolah turut 
membawanya, membakar hangus kenangan, lelaki itu datang memetikmu dengan selembar lima 
ratusan, entah esok kembali, dan entah esok kembali. Similarly, the lelaki itu datang memetikmu 
equivalent to sebaris air mata kutitip jua, Ada harapan yang memekar, and ....aku bisa meminang 
rindumu. 
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